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About 1/3 of the final energy consumption 
in EU 25 is caused by transport, and 
road transport consumes nearly 90 % of 
the energy used for transport.



Energy consumption in the transport 
sector is continuing to increase



Growth in energy use is being driven by 
increase in transport volumes that 
offset the minor efficiency gains that 
have been made

Passenger  – road +2%, rail -8%

Freight – road 0%, rail +5%

Shipping - ± 3%
(Source – EEA)



Road transport continues to be the 
dominant transport mode

Freight transport

Passenger transport



Oil is almost the exclusive source of 
energy in the transport sector 

This situation is not expected to 
change much by 2030

Had transport sector emissions followed the 
same reduction trend as in society as a whole, 
total EU-27 greenhouse gas emissions during the 
period 1990–2005 would have fallen by 14 % 
instead of 7.9 %. - EEA



Why does energy efficiency matter?
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What can we do increase energy 
efficiency? (1)

Energy consumption =
consumption/distance * 

capacity use factor * 
distance/trip* 

trips*
trip execution pattern)



What can we do to increase energy 
efficiency? (2)
Supply side:
• Technological innovation 
• Mode shift 
Demand side:
• Increase efficient use of transport capacity
• Reduce the distance per trips 
• Reduce the number of trips 
• Driving style (e.g. driving behaviour) 



Technological innovation

• Lightweight: Power-train improvements and vehicle weight 
reduction techniques can make significantly more energy-
efficient vehicle. 

• Hybrids: Hybrids using internal combustion engine and 
electric motor improve vehicle fuel economy. 

• Alternative Fuels: Widespread use of alt-fuels — including 
corn or cellulosic ethanol, bio-diesel, and natural gas

• Diesel: Diesel-powered vehicles offer the possibility of 20-
30% better fuel economy over their gasoline counterparts. 

• Hydrogen: Hydrogen fuel cells remain a long-term possibility 
with CO2-free potential. If hydrogen were sustainably 
produced, fuel cells could dramatically reduce environmental 
impacts and eliminate the petroleum consumption of cars and 
trucks.



Mode shift

• Stimulate a shift away from road to:
– Rail
– Maritime (SSS) and inland waterway
– Non-motorised modes
– Public/collective transport

• Using pricing, charging and taxation 
measures 

• So that users face the full marginal costs 
of their decisions



Efficient use of existing capacity

• Gains primarily in the freight sector
– Increased load factors

• Car sharing is becoming popular, but is 
still insignificant



Policy has focused primarily on the 
supply side

Slowly changing

Has not had intended effect in terms of 
reducing energy use, or promoting 
energy efficiency

Time to focus on demand side factors



Reducing the distance per (motorised) 
trip
Integrating land use and transport:
• Increasing density - improving accessibility for NM modes 

and collective transport
• Development facilitating delivery of local services and 

employment opportunities
• Development within transport corridor 
• Parking policy 
• Developer contributions to transport infrastructure and 

provision of public transport services as a part of the 
planning consent process

• Travel plans to reduce car use 
• Development close to nodes accessible by collective 

transport



Reducing the number of motorised 
trips: A significant problem (1)
• Transport and mobility are seen as intrinsically 

linked to economic growth and prosperity
• Automobiles, in particular, have an  appeal well 

beyond their functional value
• Social, cultural and psychological factors need 

to be examined and addressed

NEEDED: SOCIAL INNOVATION



Reducing the number of motorised 
trips: A significant problem (2)
• Education – starting young
• Provision of information about impact of 

choices
• Provision of alternatives to motorised 

transport
– Infrastructure for bicycling and walking
– ICT (a key role)
– Tax treatment of alternatives to transport
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Some success stories (EEA)



Cycling in the Dutch city of Groningen 
(6th largest city of the Netherlands)
• Traffic congestion led city planners to rethink the role of 

the automobile in the city
• Six-lane highway passing through the city centre was 

replace with pedestrian and bicycle lanes
• 57% of the 170,000 people use bicycles
• City has made a remarkable economic recovery
• Population decline has been reversed
• Rents have recovered
• Business, once vehemently opposed, wants more 

pedestrian and cycle ways



Comprehensive demand management 
in Nottingham (U.K.)
• Targeted campaigns – e.g. StreetWise aimed at drivers, the Big Wheel health and 

transport campaign
• General campaigns – e.g. Net, the tram; the Big Wheel, transport vision for 

Nottingham
• Targeted services – e.g. WorkWise project, aimed at unemployed people; the 

Commuter Planners Club, forum of help, networking and consultation of 
employers with Travel Plans

• Organisation & coordination – e.g. Pedal Express, courier delivery relaying heavy 
freight in the City

• Related products and services – e.g. smartcard, bus stops real time information
Mobility consultants – one for employers, one for schools

• Partnerships groups – e.g. Greater Nottingham Transport Partnership, forum of 
public and private sector associations and organisations, involved in defining the 
city transport strategy

• Information and advice – e.g. Travelsmart, personalised transport marketing; 
TravelWise centre, employment areas walking maps; City hospitals bus 
information branding and maps.



The results of the Nottingham program

• Traffic stopped growing reversing a 50 year trend
• Bus ridership increased by 1.7%, with 1,200,000 more passengers in 

2003/04 than in 2000/01. 
• Bus punctuality increased,  over 98% of services now running to Traffic 

Commissioners’ standard
• Investment in new buses means that 79% of buses in Nottingham are 

now the latest standard, low-floor easy-access vehicles with modern 
cleaner engines emitting reduced pollutants, 

• The number of children and seriously injured declined and is now 49% 
less than the average for the mid 1990s 

• The number of people killed and seriously injured is 24% less than the 
average for the mid 1990s (which is the DfT baseline),

• £1million was invested in repairing and improving pavements in the City.



Conclusions

• Improving energy efficiency of transport sector 
is a priority

• Doing so requires a broad range of supply and 
demand side approaches

• Bringing about structural reductions in the 
demand for transport takes time, but

• It is possible
• Energy efficiency can be a source of 

competitive advantage





THANK YOU

Adnan.rahman@ecorys.com
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